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Abstract

Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) is one of the
most fundamental problems in computational mole-
cular biology. The running time of the best known
scheme for finding an optimal alignment, based on dy-
namic programming, increases exponentially with the
number of input sequences. Hence, several heuristics
were suggested for the problem. We present several
techniques for making the dynamic programming al-
gorithm more efficient, while still finding anoptimal
solution. We solve the following version of the MSA
problem: In a preprocessing stage pairwise alignments
are found for every pair of sequences. The goal is
to find an optimal alignment in which matches are
restricted to positions that were matched at the pre-
processing stage. We prove that it suffices to find an
optimal alignment of sequence segments, rather than
single letters, thereby reducing the input size and thus
improving the running time. We also identify “short-
cuts” that expedite the dynamic programming scheme.
Under some more assumptions, namely, that matches
between segments are transitive, we show how to fur-
ther improve the running time for finding the optimal
solution by restricting the search space of the dynamic
programming algorithm.

1. Introduction

Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) is one of the
central problems in computational molecular biology
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— it identifies and quantifies similarities among sev-
eral protein or DNA sequences. Typically, MSA helps
in detecting highly conserved motifs and remote ho-
mologues. Among its many uses, MSA offers evolu-
tionary insight, allows transfer of annotations, and as-
sists in representing protein families [10, 16, 27].

Dynamic programming (DP) algorithms com-
pute an optimal Multiple Sequence Alignment for a
wide range of scoring functions. In 1970, Needle-
man and Wunsch [26] proposed a DP algorithm
for pairwise alignment, which was later improved
by Masek and Paterson [20]. Murataet al. [24] ex-
tended this algorithm to aligningk sequences (each
of length n). It constructs ak-dimensional grid of
size O(nk), with each of the sequences enumerat-
ing one of its dimensions. The optimal MSA is an op-
timal path from the furthermost corner (the end of
all sequences) to the origin (their beginning). Unfor-
tunately, theO(nk) running time of this approach
makes it prohibitive even for modest values ofn and
k. There is little hope for improving the worst-case ef-
ficiency of algorithms that solve this problem, since
the MSA problem is known to be NP-Hard for cer-
tain natural scoring functions [13, 3, 14, 19]. This
is shown by reduction from Max-Cut and Ver-
tex Cover [9], that is, instances to these problems
are encoded as a set of sequences. However, the en-
coding sequences are not representative of pro-
tein and DNA sequences abundant in nature, and
the alignments are not reminiscent of ones stud-
ied in practice. This is the main motivation for our
work.

Since MSA in NP-hard, many heuristics were de-
vised, including MACAW [29], DIALIGN [21],
ClustalW [32], T-Coffee [28], and POA [17]. Many of
these methods share the observation that aligned seg-
ments of the pairwise alignments are the basis for
the multiple alignment process. Leeet al. [17] ar-
gued that theonly information in MSA is the
aligned sub-sequences and their relative positions. In-
deed, many methods (e.g., [21, 29, 28]) align all



pairs of sequences as a preprocessing step and rea-
son about the similar parts; the additional computa-
tional cost ofO(n2k2) is not considered a problem.
In progressive methods, this observation perco-
lates to the order of adding the sequences to the align-
ment [8, 28, 12, 32, 5]. Other methods assemble an
alignment by combining segments in an order dic-
tated by their similarity [29, 21]. The Carrillo-Lipman
method restricts the full DP according to the pairwise
similarities [4]. Unfortunately, none of these meth-
ods guarantees finding an optimal alignment. An-
other expression of this observation is scoring, and
then matching, of full segments rather than sin-
gle residues [23, 21, 18, 28, 34]. See in [16, 27] for
recent results on MSA.

Alternatively, researchers designed optimal algo-
rithms for (mostly pairwise) sequence alignment that
are faster than building the full DP table. The algo-
rithms of Eppsteinet al. [6, 7] modify the objec-
tive function for speedup. Crochemoreet al. [15]
devised a sub-quadratic time alignment by exploit-
ing the compressibility of typical input sequences.
Wilbur and Lipman [33, 34] designed a pair-
wise alignment algorithm that offers a tradeoff
between accuracy and running time, by consider-
ing only matches between identical “fragments”.
Myer and Miller [25] and Morgenstern [22] de-
signed efficient solutions for special cases of the
segment matching problem.

In this study, we identify combinatorial properties that
are amenable to faster DP algorithms for MSA, and
are biologically reasonable. We measure the efficiency
of a DP solution by the number of table updates; this
number is correlated with both the time and memory
required by the algorithm. We exploit the fact that the
input sequences are not general, but rather naturally
occurring — some of their segments are evolutionary
related, while others are not.

We formalize the assumption that MSA relies on a
preliminary alignment of all pairs in the set of se-
quences by studyingMultiple Sequence Alignment
from segments(MSAS). In MSAS, the input also in-
cludes a segmentation of the sequences, and a set
of matching segment pairs. As in the original prob-
lem, we seek an MSA which optimizes the objective
score. However, only positions that are in matching
segments may be aligned.

We then prove that the MSAS problem is essentially
equivalent to thesegment matching problem. This
equivalence implies that it is enough to match seg-
ments, rather than individual positions. In particular,
the complexity of DP algorithm for MSA, and, in-

deed,any algorithm for MSA, depends on the num-
ber of segmentsin each sequence, rather than the
number of letters. We show that in practice this re-
duces the number of table updates by several orders of
magnitude. For example, aligning five human proteins
(denoted by their Swiss-Prot [2] identifiers) GBAS,
GBI1, GBT1, GB11, and GB12 requires4.3 × 108

rather than6.6× 1012 table updates. Nonetheless, we
prove that in general it is NP-hard.

We can make the algorithm even faster, while still
guaranteeing the optimal solution, by further decou-
pling the sub-problems computation. Essentially, this
improved DP algorithm avoids some of the nodes in
the k-dimensional grid when calculating the optimal
path. Indeed, in practice it outperforms naive DP: the
MSA of the example mentioned above requires only
1.5× 105 table updates.

When aligning DNA sequences, we consider two
more biologically reasonable assumptions, which in
turn allow more performance improvements. In MSA
of DNA sequences, a match indicates (near) iden-
tity. We thus assume that the segment matches have
a transitive structure, i.e., if segmentA matches seg-
ment B, and B matchesC, then A necessarily
matchesC. Also, an optimal alignment is one of min-
imal width, rather than optimal under an arbitrary
scoring function. We prove that under these assump-
tions, an optimal alignment has a specific structure.
Thus, we can more efficiently search only among
alignments of this structure (rather than the en-
tire space).

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
we define the MSA problem and cast it into a
graph-theoretic framework; for completeness, we
mention the straightforward DP solution. In Sec-
tion 3 we present the MSAS problem and prove
its equivalence to the segment matching prob-
lem, leading to a faster algorithm. We improve the
running time even more by considering only “rel-
evant directions” in Section 3.3. We describe our
implementation in Section 4, including the conver-
sion of pairwise alignments to the input format of
MSAS, and give several examples of the perfor-
mance when aligning human proteins. Lastly, in Sec-
tion 5 we discuss a transitive version of MSA, as well
as an even faster algorithm for finding an optimal so-
lution to it.
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2. Multiple Sequence Alignment

The input of aMultiple Sequence Alignment(MSA)
problem is a setS = {σ1, . . . , σk} of k sequences
of lengthsn1, . . . , nk over an alphabetΣ and a scor-
ing functionf : (Σ ∪ {−})∗ → R (where the gap
sign, “−”, is not inΣ). A multiple alignment of the se-
quences is ak × n matrix with entries fromΣ ∪ {−}.
In the ith row the letters of theith sequence appear
in order, possibly with gap signs between them. The
score of a column of the matrix is the value off on
thek-tuple that appears in that column. The score of
a multiple alignment ofS is the sum of scores over all
columns. The objective in the MSA problem is to find
an alignment ofS with optimal score. Without loss of
generality, we consider scoring functions whose opti-
mal is a maximum.

We first define our notation: LetI ⊆ [k]. We denote
by ei ∈ {0, 1}k the vector that is zero in all coordi-
nates except theith, where it is1, andeI =

∑
i∈I ei.

For a vectorx = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Nk, x|I is the pro-
jection of x onto the subspace spanned by{ei}i∈I ,
i.e., theith coordinate ofx|I is xi if i ∈ I, and0
otherwise. For two vectors,x, y ∈ Nk we say the
x dominatesy, and writex > y if xi ≥ yi for
i = 1, . . . , k. We study the directed graphG0: its ver-
tex set is[n1]∪{0}× [n2]∪{0}× . . .× [nk]∪{0}, and
there is an edge(x, y) in G0 iff x > y andx− y = eI

for some∅ 6= I ⊂ [k]; in this case we callI thedirec-
tion that leads fromx to y.

FindOptimalPath(x) (Version 0)

1. If x = ~0 return~0
2. For all∅ 6= I ⊆ [k]

2.1 If px−eI is undefined,
computepx−eI = FindOptimalPath(x− eI)

3. I = arg maxJ⊆[k] s(x, x− eJ ) + s(px−eJ )
4. Return the pathx, px−eI .

Figure 1. Basic DP MSA algorithm.

The paths from the vertex(n1, . . . , nk) to (0, . . . , 0)
inG0 correspond to alignments of the input sequence.
Let p be such a path. Consider(x, x − eI) – thejth
edge that the path transverses: in the corresponding
sequence alignment, thejth column is ak-tuple that
aligns positionsxi of sequencesi ∈ I, and has a gap
in the rest (in this case we say that the path matches
positionxi of sequencei and positionxi′ of sequence
i′, for all i, i′ ∈ I). We defines : E(G0) → R be
a score function over the edges ofG0, based on the

score functionf over the columns of the alignment.
s assigns to an edge the value whichf assigns to the
corresponding column. We also extends to paths, or
sets of edgesE′ ⊆ E(G0): s(E′) =

∑
e∈E′ s(e). It

is not hard to see that every such path defines a multi-
ple alignment, and that every multiple alignment can
be described by such a path.

In MSA we seek anmaximal (scoring) pathfrom
(n1, . . . , nk) to (0, . . . , 0) in G0. The well-known DP
solution to this problem is straightforward; we sketch
it in Figure 1. Most importantly, we store the opti-
mal scores of subproblems that have been solved re-
cursively to avoid recomputing them later. For each
vertex x ∈ G0, we compute the optimal path from
x to the origin, denotedpx, by considering the opti-
mal scores of all its neighbors that are closer to the
origin. Thus, we calculate the optimal MSA by call-
ing FindOptimalPath(n1, . . . , nk). The time complex-
ity of the algorithm is the number of edges inG0:
Θ(2k ·∏k

j=1 nj).

3. MSA from segments

In this section we formulate Multiple Sequence Align-
ment from Segments (MSAS) — a variant of MSA.
Intuitively, we assume a preprocessing step in which
the sequences are partitioned into segments and pair-
wise matches between them are found. These define
a subgraphG1 ⊆ G0, and we then consider the re-
stricted problem of finding an optimal path inG1

(Section 3.1). Next, we show that the vertices ofG1

can be condensed, yielding an even smaller graphG2;
the vertices inG2 correspond to the segments of in-
put sequences computed in the preprocessing step.
The problem is now reduced to computing an optimal
path inG2, which we refer to as thesegment matching
problem(Section 3.2). Finally, we show that for com-
puting the optimal path at a vertex it suffices to con-
sider a subset of directions – the so-called relevant di-
rections (Section 3.3). We elaborate the preprocessing
step in section 4.1, where we discuss the implementa-
tion of the algorithm.

3.1. Preliminaries

DEFINITION 3.1 For a sequenceq of lengthn, aseg-
mentation of q is a sequence ofextremal points
0 = c0 ≤ c1 ≤ . . . ≤ cl = n. The inter-
val [ci−1 + 1, ci] is called the ith segment of
q. The extremal pointci is said to be theen-
try point into segmenti (for i = 1, . . . , l), and theexit
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Figure 2. Example of an SMG for two sequences:

Panel (A) shows the sequences, their partitioning

and the SMG where each segment corresponds to

a (gray) node. Panel (B) shows G1. Unlike G0 that

has all diagonals, the diagonals in G1 are defined

by the SMG. Panel (C) shows G2. The directions

of the edges are omitted in the illustration for clar-

ity, but are towards the origin.

point from segmenti + 1 (for i = 0, . . . , l − 1). De-
note bylj the number of segments in thejth sequence.

DEFINITION 3.2 A segment matching graph(SMG)
overk segmented sequences is ak-partite undirected
weighted graph with vertex set{(j, i) : j ∈ [k], i ∈
[lj ]}. Each vertex has an edge connecting it to it-
self. In addition, vertices(j1, i1) and(j2, i2) may be
connected if thei1th segment of sequencej1 has the
same length as thei2th segment of sequencej2, and
j1 6= j2.

An edgee = ((j1, i1), (j2, i2)) in the SMG signifies
a match between segmenti1 in sequencej1 and seg-
menti2 in sequencej2. Let l be the (same) length of
these segments, andx1 andx2 their exit points on se-
quencesj1 andj2 respectively, then fort = 1, . . . , l, e
implies a match between positionx1 + t of sequence
j1 and positionx2 + t of sequencej2.

The input to the MSAS problem is a set of segmented
sequences, and a list of matching segments, described
by an SMGM . The objective is still finding the high-
est scoring sequence alignment, but with the follow-
ing restrictions. First, two sequence positions may be
aligned together only if they appear in matching seg-
ments, and in the same relative position therein. Sec-
ond, the score of a multiple match depends only on
the weights of the corresponding edges in the SMG
(and not on the letters themselves). In other words, we
can think of the domain of the score function as be-
ing k-tuples of segments, rather than positions.

The intuition behind these restrictions is that the pre-
processing stage identifies matching segments, and
commits the algorithm to them. Furthermore, it as-
signs a “confidence level” (or the weight) to each
match, and the objective is to find a highest-scoring
alignment, with respect to these values.

Formally, given a set of segmented sequences, and an
SMG M , we defineG1(M) as follows. It is a sub-
graph ofG0, containing all vertices.(x, x − eI) is an
edge inG1(M) iff for all i, j ∈ I there is an edge
m ∈ E(M), such the positionxi on sequencei is
matched to positionxj on sequencej. In this case we
say theI is anallowed directionat x, and thatm is
a matchdefiningthe edge(x, x − eI). The score of
such an edge depends only on the weights of the cor-
responding edges inM (e.g. the sum-of-pairs scoring
function). It is not hard to see that ifx andy are ver-
tices such thatxI = yI andI is allowed atx, thenI is
also allowedy. Note also, the because all vertices in
M have edges to themselves, fori ∈ [k], {i} is an al-
lowed direction at all verticesx such thatxi > 0.

As in the MSA problem, the goal in the MSAS prob-
lem is to find a highest scoring path from(n1, . . . , nk)
to (0, . . . , 0). Clearly the previously mentioned DP al-
gorithm solves this restricted MSA problem as well.
In the following subsections we describe how it can
be improved.

3.2. MSAS and segment matching

The vertices ofG1 correspond tok-tuples of posi-
tions along the input sequences, one from each se-
quence. We now define graphG2, a “condensed” ver-
sion ofG1, whose vertices correspond tok-tuples of
segments. That is, its vertex set is[l1] ∪ {0} × [l2] ∪
{0} × . . .× [lk] ∪ {0}. There is a directed edge from
z = (z1, . . . , zk) to z − eI in G2 if for all i, j ∈ I
thezith segment of sequencei matches thezj th seg-
ment of sequencej. Define x ∈ V (G1) by taking
xi to be the entry point into thezith segment of se-



quencei. Suppose the length of the segments defin-
ing the edge(z, z − eI) is l (recall that two segment
match only if they are of the same length). Observe
that(z, z−eI) ∈ E(G2) implies that(x, x−eI), (x−
eI , x−2eI), . . . , (x−(l−1)eI , x−l ·eI) are all edges
in G1. In this sense,(z, z− eI) is a “condensation” of
all these edges. Define the score of the edge(z, z−eI)
as the sum of the scores of all the edges inG1 that it
represents. Since the score depends only on the seg-
ments, this is simplyl · s(x, x− eI).

The segment matchingproblem is to find a highest-
scoring path from(l1, . . . , lk) to (0, . . . , 0) in G2.
Clearly the same DP algorithm as above can be used
to solve this problem in timeΘ(2k ·∏k

j=1 lj). Hence,
when the sequences are long, but consist of a small
number of segments, DP for solving the segment
matching problem may be plausible, while solving the
MSA problem might not.

In the sequel of this section we prove that in order
to find an optimal solution to the MSAS problem, it
is enough to solve the associated segment matching
problem. To state this precisely, we need a couple of
additional definitions:

DEFINITION 3.3 Letx be a vertex inG1(M). We say
thatx is anextremalvertex if for all i ∈ [k], xi is an
extremal point of sequencei.
We say thaty is extremal with respect tox, if its the
first extremal vertex reached when starting atx an re-
peatedly going in directionI, for some allowed di-
rection I. DenoteX(x) = {y ∈ V (G1(M)) :
y is extremal w.r.t.x}.

THEOREM 3.1 There is an optimal path,
p = p1, . . . , pv, such that ifx1, . . . , xu are the ex-
tremal points, in order, through which it passes, then
xi+1 ∈ X(xi).

Observe that in particular, the theorem says that seg-
ments are either matched in their entirety, or not
matched at all. Hence, any solution to the segment
matching problem defines an optimal solution of the
MSAS problem. In other words, it suffices to solve
the problem on the “condensed” graphG2. While
Theorem 3.1 is intuitively clear, the proof is some-
what involved, and appears in Appendix A. Figure 3
sketches the revision of the DP algorithm based on
Theorem 3.1.

FindOptimalPath(x) (Version 1)

1. If x = ~0 return~0.
2. For ally = x− c · eI that is extremal with respect tox

2.1 If py is undefined,
computepy = FindOptimalPath(y)

2.2 dy = c · s(x, x− eI)

3. y∗ = arg max s(py) + dy

4. Return the pathx, py∗ .

Figure 3. Segment based DP MSA algorithm.

3.3. Narrowing the search space: relevant di-
rections

Consider an input to the MSAS problem that consists
of two subsets ofk sequences each. Suppose that none
of the segments in the first subset match any of those
in the second subset. Naively applying the algorithm
above will require running time exponential in2k. Yet
clearly the problem can be solved on each subset in-
dependently, in time exponential ink rather than2k.
Intuitively, this is also roughly the case when there are
some matches between the two subsets, but very few
of them. We make this notion explicit in this subsec-
tion. Again, we start with some definitions:

DEFINITION 3.4 Let x be a vertex inG2(M). Let
((i, yi), (j, yj)) be a match in the SMG. We say that
such a match isrelevant for x at coordinatei, if
xi = yi, andxj > yj .
We say that a subset of indicesS ⊂ [k] is of indepen-
dent relevanceatx if for all i ∈ S ((i, yi), (j, yj)) be-
ing relevant forx at coordinatei impliesj ∈ S.

THEOREM 3.2 Letp be an optimal path inG2, andx
a vertex on it. LetS be a subset of indices of indepen-
dent relevance atx. Then there is an optimal pathp′

that is identical top up tox, and fromx goes tox−eI

for someI ⊂ [k] such thatI ∩ S 6= ∅.

Proof: Let y be the first vertex onp afterx, such that
yi = xi − 1 for somei ∈ S. Definep′ to be the
same asp up tox, and fromy onwards. We’ll define
a different set of allowed directions that lead fromx
to y. Let I1, . . . , It be the directions followed from
x to y. Let i ∈ It ∩ S. For all i 6= j ∈ It, there’s
a match between(i, xi) and (j, yj + 1). Hence, ei-
ther j ∈ S, or yj + 1 = xj . Sincey is the first ver-
tex in p that differs fromx on a coordinate inS, if
j ∈ S, thenj /∈ I1, . . . It−1. Clearly, if yj + 1 = xj

then againj /∈ I1, . . . It−1. In other words, for all
h < t, Ih ∩ It = ∅. Definep′ to follow directions



It, I1, . . . , It−1 fromx. AsIt is disjoint from the other
directions, this indeed defines an allowed path fromx
to y, andi ∈ It ∩ S.

The theorem implies that in the DP there’s no need
to look in all directions. LetS be a subset of inde-
pendent relevance at a pointx, then to compute the
optimal path fromx to the origin it’s enough to con-
sider paths fromx− eI to the origin forI ⊂ [k] such
thatI ∩ S 6= ∅. This suggests the following DP algo-
rithm (this time think ofz as a vertex inG2), sketched
in Figure 4:

FindOptimalPath(z) (Version 2)

1. If z = ~0 return~0.
2. LetD be a minimal set of directions that intersect a sub-

set of independent relevance.
3. For all∅ 6= I ∈ D

3.1 If pz−eI is undefined,
computepz−eI = FindOptimalPath(z − eI)

4. I = arg maxJ∈D s(z, z − eJ ) + s(pz−eJ )
5. Return the pathz, pz−eI .

Figure 4. Version 2 of the MSA algorithm. De-

tails on how D is computed will be given in the full

version.

Note that in order to implement this algorithm there’s
no need to keep a table of size|V (G2)|. The vertices
that are actually visited by the algorithm can be kept
in a hash table. Using our implementation of the al-
gorithm, we investigate in section 4.2 its complexity
(measured in the number of vertices it visits, or table
updates) on real biological sequences.

4. Implementing the algorithm

4.1. Generating a Sequence Matching Graph
(SMG)

Existing tools, such as BLAST [1] or DIALIGN [23],
provide local alignments rather than the input format
which we assumed previously. Thus, we must con-
vert the pairwise alignments to an SMG. In particular,
we need to segment the sequences, and allow matches
only between equal-length segments.

Starting with the set of sequences, we add breakpoints
onto them based on the local alignments. This way,
we progressively build the SMG, stopping when all

local alignments are properly described. The ends of
an alignment define breakpoints in the two aligned se-
quences. If the segments between those breakpoints
have the same length, we simply add a connecting
edge(s) to the SMG. However, the segments lengths
may differ due to two reasons: First, gapped align-
ments match segments of unequal length; we solve
this by adding breakpoints at the gap ends. Second,
regions of the sequences corresponding to different
alignments may overlap; we solve this by adding
breakpoints at the ends of the overlapping region(s).
Notice that if we add a breakpoint inside a segment
that already has an edge associated with it, we must
split the edge (and a corresponding breakpoint must
be added to the connected segment).

4.2. Example MSAs

We demonstrate the properties of our algorithm by
several examples of aligning human protein sequences
(denoted by their Swiss-Prot [2] identifiers). We align
two sets of proteins from kinase cascades: (1) MATK,
SRC, ABL1, and GRB2 of lengths 507, 535, 1130,
and 217 respectively. (2) PTK6, PTK7, RET, SRMS,
DDR1 of lengths 451, 1070, 1114, 488, and 913 re-
spectively. We also align five heterotrimeric G-protein
(subunits alpha) GBAS, GBI1, GBT1, GB11, GB12
of lengths 394, 353, 349, 359, and 380 respectively.
We chose these (relatively long) proteins because their
‘mix-and-match’ modular components characteristic
highlights the strengths of our method. We use gapped
and un-gapped BLAST with E-value threshold of 10e-
2 to find local alignments.

Table 1 lists the number of table updates needed to
find the optimal MSA for these alignments. The first
column has the size of the full DP matrix, or the prod-
uct of the sequences lengths (same for gapped and un-
gapped). The second column lists the number of seg-
ments in each sequence in the SMG, which was calcu-
lated from the BLAST un/gapped alignments, and the
size of their DP matrix. The last column has the actual
number of vertices visited, or equivalently the number
of table updates. The number of updates drops dramat-
ically, in the best case from1014 to less than3000. In
all cases, it yields a feasible computation. Other align-
ments that we studied had similar properties to the
ones shown.

Figure 5 shows an excerpt from the SMG generated
based on the local pairwise alignments of three pro-
teins: MATK, SRC, ABL1, and the subset of edges
that are the optimal alignment. We show only three
proteins to allow a clear picture in the limited space



MATK_HUMAN

121
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SRC_HUMAN

ABL1_HUMAN
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Figure 5. An excerpt from the SMG and the alignment edges of three human proteins MATK HUMAN,

SRC HUMAN, and ABL1 HUMAN, starting from residues 121, 121, and 108 respectively. The edges of the SMG are

shown in red, and the subset chosen in the alignment in black (overlaying the red). The width of each node is pro-

portional to the number of residues in the segment; the most thin nodes correspond to segments of one residue.

The alignments were found with un-gapped BLAST and E-value better than 10e-2.

gapped BLAST un-gapped BLAST
Human proteins full DP DP actual DP actual
MATK,SRC, 66, 511, 986, 450 91 · 98 · 99 · 89 7, 199, 547 77 · 84 · 81 · 74 1, 994, 813

ABL1,GRB2 =78, 576, 498 =38, 769, 192

PTK6,PTK7, 2.395168× 1014 92 · 96 · 106 · 88 · 125 281, 752 60 · 53 · 66 · 57 · 58 2, 980

RET, SRMS, DDR1 =10, 298, 112, 000 =3, 736, 260

GBAS, GBI1, GBT1, 6.621774× 1012 148 · 116 · 113 · 115 · 120 270, 289 61 · 72 · 68 · 71 · 70 145, 366

GB11, GB12 = 2.67717792× 1010 = 430, 938, 144

Table 1. Number of table updates for three sets of human proteins. We compare full DP, full DP on the Sequence

Matching Graph (SMG), and the actual number of table updates when considering only relevant directions; the

SMG is generated using all significant gapped/un-gapped BLAST alignments. We see that in all cases, the actual

work is several orders of magnitudes faster than the DP calculation.

available in a printed format. The width of the nodes
in the graph is proportional to the length of their cor-
responding segments. Complete figures of the cases
listed in Table 1, are available in the supplementary
material1 in a format which allows zooming for ex-
ploring the details.

We see that there are many instances in which the rel-
evant directions strategy is beneficial (e.g., segments
with only self-edges). Also, we notice that there is a
high incidence of singletons, that account for a signif-
icant fraction of the work, but are not necessarily as
influential on the score. This perhaps calls for an (ap-
proximation) algorithm (or heuristic) which exploits
this property.

1 at http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/˜kolodny/MSA/

5. The Transitive MSAS

In this section we further restrict the problem by mak-
ing the following two assumptions, which allows for
additional “shortcuts” in the DP algorithm.

ASSUMPTION1 The score function is such that we
seek to find an alignment of minimal width, or equiv-
alently, the shortest path from(n1, . . . , nk) to
(0, . . . , 0) in G0.

ASSUMPTION2 The matches are transitive, in the
sense that if{i, j} is an allowed direction atx, and
{i, k} is an allowed direction atx, then{j, k} is also
allowed atx (and hence,{i, j, k} as well).

Assumption 1 is achieved by setting the score function
(over the edges ofG1) to bes(x, x−eI) = |I|−1: The
longest possible path from(n1, . . . , nk) to (0, . . . , 0)
is of length

∑
ni. Each edge(x, x − eI), “saves”

|I| − 1 steps in the path, exactly its score. Hence, a
shortest path, the one that “saves” the most steps, is



equivalent to the highest scoring one. Since this score
function is so simple overG1, it is convenient to re-
turn the discussion fromG2 toG1. At the end of this
section we prove that the techniques developed here
apply toG2 as well.

We call the problem of finding the highest scoring
path from(n1, . . . , nk) to (0, . . . , 0) in G1(M), with
s andM as above, theTransitive MSAS Problem.

5.1. Maximal directions

The first observation is that an optimal solution to the
Transitive MSAS proceeds in “maximal” steps.

DEFINITION 5.1 An edge(x, x − eI) ∈ E(G1(M))
is calledmaximal, and the subsetI a maximal direc-
tion (atx), if for all J % I, (x, x− eJ) is not an edge.
We denote byD(x) the collection of maximal direc-
tions at vertexx (note that by transitivity this is a par-
tition of [k]). A path inG1(M) is called amaximal
path if it consists solely of maximal edges.

LEMMA 5.1 There is an optimal path inG1(M) that
is also maximal.

Proof: Let p be an optimal path. Let(x, x − eI) be
the first edge in the path which is not maximal. We
shall construct a pathp′ that is identical top up tox;
from x it will proceed in directionJ such thatI $ J
and its length will be at most that ofp. This proves the
lemma, because by repeating this argument presents a
path which is at least as good asp, and consists only
of maximal edges (at each iteration a non-maximal di-
rection is replaced by one with strictly more coordi-
nates).

SupposeJ ′ % I, is an allowed direction atx. De-
noteL′ = J ′\I. Let y be the first point inp such that
y|L′ 6= x|L′ . Let L ⊆ L′ be the subset of coordinates
in L by whichx|L′ andy|L′ differ. Let J = I ∪ L.
We now describep′. It is identical top up to vertexx
and from vertexy onwards. Letx = p1, . . . , pr = y
be the verticesp visits (in order) when going from
x to y. Replace them inp′ by p′t = pt − eL, for
t = 2, . . . , r. We need to show that the direction taken
atx indeed strictly containsI, and that this path is in-
deed a legal path inG1.

Observe thatp′2 = p2 − eL = x− eI − eL = x− eJ .
Hence, the direction taken atx is J . IndeedJ ⊂ J ′

is allowed atx, andI $ J . It remains to show that
if K is an allowed direction chosen atpt then it also
allowed atp′t. By the choice ofy, for t < r − 1,
K ∩ L = ∅. By induction,pt andp′t are identical on

coordinates outside ofL, so fort < r− 1, K is an al-
lowed direction atp′t. For t = r − 1 the same argu-
ment shows thatK\L is an allowed direction atp′r−1,
which leads to the desired destination,y.

Henceforth, by “optimal path” we refer to a maximal
optimal path. As a corollary of Lemma 5.1, there is no
need to checkall directions (or all those that intersect
a subset of independent relevance), just maximal ones,
in the DP algorithm for the transitive MSA problem.
This reduces the time complexity of the algorithm to
O(k

∏
li), with a data structure that allows finding the

maximal directions at a given vertex inO(k). Details
will be provided in the full version.

5.2. Obvious directions

The notion of “relevant directions” discussed in sec-
tion 3.3 can be strengthened in the transitive setting.
Indeed, there is a simple characterization of vertices
in G1 for which the first step in an optimal path is ob-
vious, and there is no need for recursion.

DEFINITION 5.2 Let x be a vertex inG1(M) andI
a maximal direction atx. I is called anobvious di-
rection (at x) if for all y ∈ G1(M), y < x, such
that x|I = y|I , I is a maximal direction aty. If
y = x − c · eI is extremal with respect tox, andI
is an obvious direction atx, we say thaty is anobvi-
ous vertexwith respect tox.

LEMMA 5.2 Letp be an optimal path,x a vertex inp
andI an obvious direction atx. Then there is an opti-
mal pathp′ that is identical top up tox, and that goes
to x− eI fromx.

Proof: SinceI is allowed atx, for i ∈ I xi > 0,
and thus at some pointp moves in a direction that in-
cludesi, for somei ∈ I. Letx′ be the first point when
this occurs. LetI ′ be the direction in whichp pro-
ceeds fromx′. Clearlyx′|I = x|I , thus, asI is obvi-
ous atx, andx′ < x, I is maximal atx′, and there-
fore I = I ′.
Now denote byI1, . . . , Ir the sequence of directions
p moves along fromx to x′. Definep′ as identical top
up tox. Fromx it goes tox − eI . It then proceeds in
order along directionsI1, . . . , Ir (it is easy to see that
since all edges in the path are maximal, they are in-
deed allowed). Clearly this leads tox′ − eI , and from
this vertexp′ proceeds asp does.



(avoids these vertices)

(avoids these vertices)

xx

Special Vertices S(x)

Figure 6. Advantage of considering obvious

and special vertices: Entries in the DP table cor-

responding to the lightly shaded vertices need not

updated by the algorithm, since it moves in obvi-

ous directions (marked red). By considering only

special vertices, there’s no need to update entries

corresponding to the darker-shaded vertices.

COROLLARY 5.1 There is an optimal pathp, such
that if x is an extremal vertex inp, andy is obvious
with respect tox, thenp proceeds fromx to y.

Hence, as for relevant directions, the DP algorithm
can be revised to immediately move to an obvious ver-
tex, without needing to recurse over all extremal ver-
tices (see Figure 6).

5.3. Special vertices

In this section we extend the “leaps” that the DP algo-
rithm performs. Once more, we start with a few defin-
itions.

DEFINITION 5.3 We say that a vertexy is special
with respect to a vertexx if:

1. x dominatesy,

2. D(x) 6= D(y),

3. there is a path fromx to y consisting solely of
maximal edges, and

4. no vertexy′ satisfies all the above, and domi-
natesy.

Denote byS(x) the set of vertices that are special with
respect tox.

We define the set ofspecial verticesS ⊆ G1(M) as
the smallest one such that(n1, . . . , nk) ∈ S, and for
everyx ∈ S, S(x) ⊂ S. We first show that instead of
“leaping” from one extremal vertex to another, we can
“leap” from one special vertex to another.

DEFINITION 5.4 Let p = (p0, . . . , pr) and p′ =
(p′0, . . . , p

′
r) be two paths. LetI1, . . . , Ir be the se-

quence of directions thatp moves in, andI ′1, . . . , I
′
r

be the sequence of directions thatp′ does. We say that
p andp′ are equivalent ifp0 = p′0, pr = p′r and there’s
some permutationσ ∈ Sr such thatIi = I ′σ(i) for
i = 1, . . . , r.

Note that equivalent paths have the same length, and
hence the same score. We also observe:

LEMMA 5.3 Letp be an optimal path. Letx be a ver-
tex inp, and lety be the first vertex inp that is also in
S(x). Then all maximal paths fromx to y are equiva-
lent.

Proof: Let p′ be a maximal path fromx to y. We need
to show that its length is the same as that ofp between
these vertices. Lety′ 6= y, x be any vertex inp′. Since
y′ lies on a path fromx to y, we have thatx > y′ > y.
In other words,y′ dominatesx. Sincey ∈ S(X), by
requirement (4) of definition 5.3y′ 6∈ S(X). How-
ever,x dominatesy′ and there’s a maximal path (p′)
from x to y′. Sincey′ 6∈ S(X) it must be the case
that it does not fulfill requirement (3) of definition
5.3. HenceD(y′) = D(x). The same argument shows
that for any vertexy′′ that p visits betweenx andy,
D(y′′) = D(x).

D(x) is a partition of[k]. Both p andp′ follow only
these directions when moving fromx to y. In particu-
lar, each direction inD(x) is followed the same num-
ber of times in both these paths. This implies that the
two paths are equivalent.



Let p = (p1, . . . , pt) be an optimal path. Define
x1 = p1 andxi+1 to be the first vertex inp that is
also inS(xi). Lemma 5.3 says that we only need to
specify the vertices{xi} to describe an optimal path
- all maximal paths connecting these vertices in or-
der are equivalent.
As a corollary, we can restrict the search space of the
DP algorithm further. When computing the shortest
path from a vertexx, rather than considering the rel-
evant extremal vertices, it is enough to consider those
which are special. As we shall soon show, this is in-
deed a subset of the extremal vertices.

Before describing the modified algorithm in detail,
let us observe that special points have a very specific
structure.

DEFINITION 5.5 Let x, y ∈ G1(M) be such thaty is
special with respect tox. Let I, I ′ be maximal direc-
tions atx. We say thaty is abreak point of direction
I, if y = x− c · eI for some naturalc, andI is not al-
lowed aty.
We say thaty is a straight junction of directionI if
y = x− c ·eI for some naturalc, andI is allowed, but
not maximal, aty.
We say thaty is acorner junction of directionsI and
I ′ if y = x− c · eI − c′ · eI′ for some naturalc andc′,
andI andI ′ are allowed, but not maximal, aty.

THEOREM 5.1 Let y be a special vertex with respect
to x. Theny is one of the types in definition 5.5. Fur-
thermore, ifx is an extremal vertex then so isy.

The proof is somewhat involved, and appears in the
appendix.

COROLLARY 5.2 All special vertices are extremal
vertices.

This leads to the version of the DP algorithm given in
Figure 7. By Corollary 5.2, it can actually be run on
G2 rather thanG1 (See Figure 6 for an illustration of
how considering special vertices saves table updates.)

We defer a detailed analysis of the running time to
the full version, and mention that it can be bounded
by O(

∑
x∈S d(x) · k · l), wherek is the number of

sequences,l the number of segments per sequence,
andd(x) is 1 if there’s an obvious direction atx, and
|D(x)|2 otherwise. In other words, it is linear in the
number of segments and in the number of special ver-
tices, and at most cubic in the number of sequences.
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FindOptimalPath(x) (version 3)

1. If x = ~0 return~0.
2. If ∃y which is obvious w.r.t.x

2.1 If py is undefined,
computepy = FindOptimalPath(y)

2.2 Return the pathx, py

3. For ally = x− c · eI that is special with respect tox

3.1 If py is undefined,
computepy = FindOptimalPath(y)

3.2 dy = c · s(x, x− eI)

4. y∗ = arg max s(py) + dy

5. Return the pathx, py∗ .

Figure 7. A DP algorithm for the transitive case.

In step 2, if possible, we choose a vertex y for

which py was already computed.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 3.1

In proving Theorem 3.1 it will be useful to consider
H(M), the clique hypergraph ofM . Formally, the
vertex set ofH(M) is that of M . {(i, zi)}i∈I is a
hyper-edge inH(M) if for all i, j ∈ I there’s an edge
((i, zi), (j, zj)) ∈ E(M). Moreover, the hyper-edges
have multiplicity. A hyper-edge{(i, zi)}i∈I in H(M)
has multiplicity equal to the length of thezith seg-
ment on sequenceI, for somei ∈ I. Note that by de-
finition all matched segments are of equal length, so
this definition does not depend on the choice ofi.

Alternatively, the hyper-edges ofH(M) can be
thought of as corresponding to the edges ofG1(M).
Fix x ∈ V (G1(M)) and ∅ 6= I ⊂ [k]. For
i ∈ I, let zi be the segment on sequencei in
which positionxi lies. Observe that by the defin-
ition above, (x, x − eI) is an edge inG1(M) iff
{(i, zi)}i∈I is a hyper-edge inH(M). Hence, we de-
fine the score of a hyper-edge inH(M) as that of
the edge inG1(M) corresponding to it. Note that al-
though several edges inG1(M) may correspond to
the same hyper-edge, the score is well defined, since
in the MSAS problem it depends only on the seg-
ments.

A key observation is that in the MSAS problem we are
looking for a set of “monotone” edges inH(M):

DEFINITION 5.6 A sequence of vectors
v1, . . . , vr ∈ ([l1] ∪ {−}) × . . . × ([lk] ∪ {−})
is monotone, if for eachi ∈ [k], the numbers in the se-
quencev1

i , . . . , vr
i are monotonic non-increasing.

Associate with each hyper-edge{(i, zi)}i∈I in
H(M), a vectorv ∈ ([l1]∪{−})× . . .× ([lk]∪{−}),
by takingvi = zi for i ∈ I, andvi = “−′′ other-
wise.
A sequence of hyper-edges ismonotoneif the se-
quence of associated vectors is monotone.

Let p be a path from(n1, . . . , nk) to (0, . . . , 0) in
G1(M). It is not hard to verify that the sequence of
hyper-edges associated with the edges ofp (in order)
is monotone. We denote byH(p) the hypergraph with
vertex set ofH(M), and hyper-edges corresponding
to the edgesp, with multiplicity equal to the number
of times they appear inp.

LEMMA 5.4 Let p be a path from(n1, . . . , nk) to
(0, . . . , 0) in G1(M), andf1, . . . , ft ∈ E(H(p)) be
edges of size> 1. Suppose that fori = 1, . . . , t − 1,
there are distinct segmentssi ∈ fi, s

′
i ∈ fi+1, from se-

quenceji, with si < s′i. Suppose also that there are

distinct segmentss ∈ ft, s
′ ∈ f1 from sequencej.

Thens′ < s.

Proof: Let v1, . . . , vt be the vectors in([l1]∪ {−})×
. . .×([lk]∪{−}) associated withf1, . . . , ft, as above.
Since there’s a monotone ordering of the edges of
H(p), there’s also one off1, . . . , ft. Sincevi

ji
= si <

s′i = vi+1
ji

, this monotone ordering must be precisely
ft, . . . , f1. Now, the numbers in coordinatej must
also be monotone. Hences′ = v1

j < vt
j = s.

Proof: (Theorem 3.1) Letp be an optimal path, and
denoteH = H(p). Observe that segments of differ-
ent lengths are in different connected components
of H. Consider such a componentH ′, with seg-
ments of lengthl = l(H ′). Let 0 < i ≤ l be
an integer and(j1, sj1) a vertex in H ′. Sup-
pose theith position of segmentsj1 on sequence
j1 is matched byp to the ith position of seg-
ments sj2 , . . . , sjr

on sequencesj2, . . . , jr (resp.).
So {(j1, sj1), . . . , (jr, sjr )} is an edge inH ′. De-
fineEi(H ′) as the set of all such edges.
Consider all pairs of the form(Ei(H ′), e), whereH ′

is a connected component ofH, and e ∈ Ei(H ′).
It is not hard to see that there is a1 : 1 cor-
respondence between these pairs and the edges
of p. Define s(Ei(H ′)) to be the sum of the
scores of the edges inEi(H ′). It follows that

s(p) =
∑

H′⊂H

∑l(H′)
i=1 s(Ei(H ′)) (the first summa-

tion is over the connected components ofH).
Now, for each connected componentH ′, let E(H ′)
be the subset among{Ei(H ′)} with the high-
est score. Note that each segment appears in ex-
actly one edge ofE =

⋃
E(H ′).

We claim that there is a pathp′ such that for
each hyper-edge{(j1, sj1), . . . , (j1, sjr )} ∈ E, p′

matches segmentssj1 , . . . , sjr to each other, com-
pletely. In other words,p′ uses only edges corre-
sponding to those inE. This will prove the lemma,
since by the choice ofE(H ′),

s(p′) =
∑

H′⊂H

l(H ′) · s(E(H ′))

≥
∑

H′⊂H

l(H′)∑

i=1

s(Ei(H ′)),

and sos(p′) ≥ s(p).

It remains to show that such a pathp′ exists. Sup-
pose we’ve constructedp′ up to a vertexx. We need
to prove that there is an allowed directionI, such that
the segments where positions{xi}i∈I lie, consist an
edge inE.
Denote bysi the segment in sequencei which con-



tains positionxi. Denote byf1, . . . , fr the edges
of E in which these segments appear. We need to
show that there’s a1 ≤ t ≤ r such thatft ⊂
{(1, s1), . . . , (k, sk)}. Denote byIt the set of se-
quences whose segments appear inft. Clearly, if for
somet, |It| = 1, then it is an allowed direction. Fol-
lowing it indeed matches (trivially) all the segments
in ft, and we are done. Assume then that|ft| > 1
for t = 1, . . . , r, and (for contradiction) that for each
t there’s a segments(ft) ∈ ft, on sequenceqt, such
that s(ft) 6= sqt

. For each such segment, denote by
s′(ft) the segment on sequenceqt containing position
xqt

. s(ft) < s′(ft), since otherwise we would have
matched it already, or would have been free to do so
now.
Define an ordered subset off1, . . . , fr as follows.
Start withf ′1 = f1. Let f ′2 be the hyper-edge contain-
ing s′(f1). Continue this way,f ′i+1 being the hyper-
edge containings′(f ′i), until reaching a hyper-edge
that was already chosen (w.l.o.g. assume it’sf ′1). De-
note byr′ the number of these edges. Fori = 1, . . . , r′

we have thats(f ′i) ∈ f ′i , s
′(f ′i) ∈ f ′i+1, and that

s(f ′i) < s′(f ′i) (where byf ′r+1 we refer tof ′1). This is
a contradiction to Lemma 5.4.
We have shown thatp′ matches segments in their en-
tirety. It is easy to see that these matches can be re-
ordered so thatp′ proceeds from each extremal ver-
tex x to an extremal vertexy, such thaty ∈ X(x), as
claimed.

Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 5.1

Proof: Suppose thaty is special with respect tox. Let
p = (x = p1, . . . , pt = y) be a maximal path fromx
to y. EachI ∈ D(x)\D(y) is either not allowed aty
or not maximal aty.
Case 1: Break point. AssumeI is not allowed aty
(in particular,|I| > 1). Suppose that fromx, p pro-
ceeds in directionI to a pointy′ suchy′|I = y|I (by
lemma 5.3 we may assume that it is so). Since,I is
also not allowed aty′, andy′ dominatesy, we con-
clude thaty′ = y. Furthermore, there arei, j ∈ I
such that{i, j} is an allowed direction at every ver-
tex in p excepty. This means that there is a match
m = (i, j, yi, yj), and henceyi andyj are exit points.
We conclude that ifx was an extremal point, then so
is y – for i ∈ I, yi is an exit point; fori /∈ I, yi = xi.

Case 2: Junctions. AssumeI is not maximal aty. Let
i′ /∈ I be such thatI ∪ {i′} is an allowed direction
at y but not atx. In particular,x|I∪{i′} 6= y|I∪{i′}.
Let I ′ be such thati′ ∈ I ′ ∈ D(x). Consider a max-
imal path that proceeds fromx in directionI up to a

point x′ such thatx′|I = y|I , and then in directionI ′

to a pointy′ such thaty′|I′ = y|I′ . As y′|I = x′|I , we
havey′|I∪I′ = y|I∪I′ . ThusI ∪ {i′} is an allowed di-
rection aty′. But y′ dominatesy, thus, sincey is spe-
cial with respect tox, y′ = y.
Let J ∈ D(y) be such thatI ∪ {i′} ⊆ J . For the sec-
ond part of the lemma, we need again to consider two
cases.
Case 2.1: Corner junction. Assume that a positive
number of steps was taken in both directions,I and
I ′. It follows that all vertices passed fromx to x′, in-
cluding x′, are not inS(x). Thus D(x) = D(x′).
SinceyI = x′I , I is allowed aty. Let x′′ be such
thatx′′|I′ = y andx′′|[k]\I′ = x. The same argument
shows thatI ′ is allowed aty, and henceI ∪ I ′ ⊂ J .
Now consider the pointy + eI∪I′ . It dominatesy, and
can be reached fromx by taking one step less in both
directions. Thus, it must be thatJ is not allowed there.
Hence, for alli ∈ I, and allj ∈ J\I there is a match
of sequencesj andi, whose entry point on sequence
i is yi and on sequencej is yj . Similarly for I ′. Since
x|[k]\(I∪I′) = y|[k]\(I∪I′), we conclude that ifx is ex-
tremal, so isy.
Case 2.2: Straight junction. Assume thaty can be
reached fromx by following only one direction, say
I. Consider ani ∈ I. SinceI ∪ {i′} is allowed aty,
there is a anm ∈ E(M) matchingyi with yi′ . How-
ever,yi′ = xi′ . Assuming thatx is extremal,yi′ is
an extremal point. This holds for alli ∈ I, and since
other coordinates are the same as inx we have thaty
is also extremal.

Appendix C: Segment matching is NP-
hard

It is worthwhile noting that in general the segment
matching problem is NP-hard, even if we define the
input to the segment matching problem to be the
clique hypergraph. Note that in this case NP-hardness
does not follow immediately from the equivalence
we’ve shown between MSAS and segment matching,
since the number of edges in the hypergraph may be
exponential in the number of sequences.

We show that segment matching is NP-hard by a re-
duction from the NP-completeMinimal Feedback Ver-
tex Setproblem (cf. [9]). In light of Definition 5.6,
the segment matching problem can be reformulated
as follows. The input is a set of weighted vectors in
([l1] ∪ {−}) × . . . × ([lk] ∪ {−}) - those associated
with the hyper-edgesH(M). The goal is to find a
monotone sequence of maximal weight.



Construct the following directed graph over the vec-
tors. Put an edge fromu to v, if there’s some co-
ordinate i such thatui > vi. Let v1, . . . , vr be a
monotone sequence, then in the graph, there are no
edgesvi → vj for i < j. Conversely, ifv1, . . . , vr is
a sequence of vectors such that in the graph, there are
no edgesvi → vj for i < j, then it is a monotone se-
quence.
Note that a set of vertices in the graph which con-
tains a directed cycle can not be ordered to form a
”monotone” sequence. On the other hand, any set
of vertices which does not contain a directed cycle,
when ordered in reverse topological order, forms a
monotone sequence. Hence, our problem is to find a
set of vertices in the graph with maximal weight, such
that the induced subgraph on them contains no di-
rected cycles. Equivalently, the problem is to find a
subset of vertices of minimal weight, whose removal
from the graph eliminates all directed cycle. This is
exactly the minimal feedback vertex set problem.


